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In this paper we investigate the foliowing generalization of transitivity: A digraph D is 
(m, n)-transitive whenever there is a path of length m from x to y there is a subset of n + 1 
vertices of these m + 1 vertices which contain a path of length n from x to y. 
Here we study various properties of (m, n)-transitive digraphs. In particular, (m, I)-transitive 
tournaments are characterized. Their similarities to transitive tournaments are analyzed and 
discussed. 
Various other results pertaining to (m, I)-transitive digraphs are given. 
The study of transitive digraphs and their underlying properties has been for 
some time ;a! “completed” topic, though new applications and variations occur, It 
is the guaposcy of this paper to discuss a generalization of transitivity for digraphs. 
For a digraph D, we denote by V(D) and A(D) the vertex and arc set 
respectively. For convenience V and A will be used when no confusion results. 
Let U G V(D), then the subdigraph (9’) of D indwed by 61 is the subdigraph of 
D with V(( U)) = U and A((U)) consisting of all the arcs of D joining vertices of 
$I= ,A9 path of D is formed by a sequence x0, x;, x2, . . . ) x, of vertices, all 
distinct, such that fez i * 1, 2, a . . , m, x+~x~ e A(D). The length of a path is the 
number of arcs it contains. We will refer to such a path as an xo-_zm path of length 
m or alternatively a path of length m from x0 to x,. A cycle is an x0-x,,, path 
together with arc x,x0. A subdigraph D’ of D is strongly connected if for each 
pair X, y of distinct vertices in D ’ , D’ contains an x-y path and a y 
strong com_ponent in I) is a -maxima! strongly connected subdigraph 
tournawnt is a digraph in wh for each pair X, y of istinct vertices, exactly 
one of the arcs xy and yx is in 
e nfo;v htrnfl!m-- ~rrrrr.~uUbc a generaiization of transitivity presented by 
ortk. ipa i!: (pn, n )-transitive if eve 
Q arch su rt by ran! 5-3342’9. 
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length m there is a subset o’i rz + 1 vertices (of the p;lth), including xc) and x,, 
which induces adigraph containing an x0-x,,, path of length n. Notrt hat the usual 
transitivity is(2,l)mtransitivity n this notatiou. 
In this paper we consider this generalization a d various implications. Our 
main result characterizes (m, I)-transitive tournaments. We go on to discuss in 
detaii (3,l j-transitive tournaments, how many there are as weli as their structure 
displayed. We then discuss relations between such transitive digraphs. For 
example we show that a tournament is (3, I)-transitive if and only if it is 
(3,2)-transitive but that this is not the case for (m, 1) transitivity with m 2 4. 
Finally, we discuss various properties of (7~1, n)-transitive digraphs-and conclude 
with a number of problc.ms and directions of pursuit. 
It is well known that (2,1)-transitive (or just transitive) asymmetric digraphs 
are acyclic. If one considers this as not containing a cycle of length 3 or more then 
in this context (m, ljtransitivity is a direct generalization f transitivity, at least 
for tournaments. We exhibit his in the following theorem. 
. A tourreamer It T is (m, I)-trallsiP- - if and only if it contains no cycles 
of length m + 1 or more. 
@f. Ckaiiy, if T contains no cycles of length m + 1, then T must be 
(m, 1 j-transitive, since every x - y path of length m implies _VX $A, so that 
xy~A. 
Now suppose T is (m, I)-transitive and does contain a cycle of length greater 
. Clearly, T must contain a cycle of length greater than m =+ 1. 
t, suppose there iare no cycles of length opt d- 2, i.e., the shortest cycle 
greater than m + 1 is of length k =m + 3, Denote the vertices 
hw2, l . l P &I+2, &I+s, ’ ‘ * 9 &. It follows t en thzt Xi+zXi and Xi+sXi E A for 
i=O,l,..., k, where the addition of subscripts i  taken modulo (k + 1). 
er the following xm-xo path of length PK 
~~~-2x,-lx~-3~~-~~~-4~~-~~-8. . . x3x1x2x0, if m = 0 (mod 3), 
~~~~+2~~-2~~-1~~-4~~-6xm-Sxm-7. l 0 x3x1x2x0, if m = 1 (mod 3), 
XmX~+~fcm-2.Yns.-4Xm-3X~~gX,-~X,~6. . . X3X1X2X0, if m = 2 (mod 3). 
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would be a path of length m from x0 to x,, 1 which would contradict x,+1x0 E A 
since T is (m, 1).transitive. Thus, no such i‘ exists. As above if m = 0 or 2 (mod 3) 
a contradiction is quickly established by considering the given paths of length m. 
In the case m = ‘1 (mod 3), since there does not exist i with both XiXi+,J and 
Xi+lXi+d E A, it must be the case that there exists an i with xi+iXi-z and Xi+jXi both 
elements of A. y relabeling i = m - 2 and the (m - 2).cycle appropriately: the 
Gn -x0 path of leugth m given in the m = 1 (mod 3) case above again yields a 
contradiction. VUith all cases exhausted, the proof is complete. 0 
This theorem gives a complete characterization of (m, Qtransitive tourna- 
ments. For asymmetric (m, I)-transitive digraphs in general, restrictions on cycle 
length are much more subtle. While it isI well known that (2,l)transitivity implies 
no cycle of length three or more, and we prove a similar result when m = 3, no 
such restriction exists if ,v > A Cxm n-l-:- --* -L- - :- nz- - f. b aillylcc;.b al  glveli LIP ~‘lg. ‘I and the construction 
following it. 
The structure and existence of long cycles in (m, 1)transitive digraphs has been 
considered in [2]. It is easy to see that the following digraph is (m, I)-transitive 
and contains a cycle of length 2m - 2 for m 2 4. The vetiices are 
X0, Xi, X2, s e q ) _x&J-3 GI qd ahe &m= ~rp y y I>ww uLI aiei+i and Xixi+m for i = 0, 1, . . . ,2m - 3 
(subscript addition taken modulo (2m - a))= Fig. 1 shows the case m = 4. * 
If D is Q (3, Q-transitive asymmetric digraph, then D contains no 
cycles of length 4 or more. 
of. Suppose the result is false and let C be a shortest cycle of length 4 or 
more. Clearly, since D is (3,1)-transitive it can contain no cyycles of length 4 and 
if C was a cycle of length 6 or more a shorter such cycle would result by the 
presence of arc ncfi3. Hence9 we may assume C is a cycle of length 5. Eabel the 
vertices of C: xo9 xg_. x2, x3 and x4. Since D is (3, Q-transitive, x0x3 and x4x>, E a. 
By considering the paths x2+&&) and &)&&x2 a contradiction results. Thus D 
can contain no cycles of length 4 or more. 0 
. clc of 
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Next we use Theorem 1 to count the number of (JJE, 1).transitive tournaments. 
Let S1, $9 l D . , S” be the strong components of D. The condensation D* of D 
is the digraph with vertex set { S1, S2, . . . , Sn} and SiSi is an arc of D’ if and only 
if i ij and for some vertex Ui E Si and Uj E 4, UiUj E A( t is *well known that in 
rnament T, T* is transitive. Also, for a tournament T, any strong 
amiltonian, i.e., there is a directed cycle containing each vertex of 
the component. Using these facts, we can more accurately describe the structure 
l)-transitive tournaments. 
convenience, we will call the order of D* the height of D and denote it by 
e concept of height is exhibited in Fig. 2. 
the previous observations and by Theorem 1, if T is (m, 1).transitive, then 
amiltonian tournament of order at most m. Furthermore, to constLruct an 
-transitive tournament of height h, we can aelect any h strong (i.e., 
an) tournaments and give the structure of T* as shown and the 
resulting tournament is (m, l)-transitive. 
h4oon [4] determined the number of strong tournaments, If we let t(m) be the 
number of strong tournaments of crder m or less than the following result holds. 
. There are (t(F :)jh (m, I)-transitive tournaments tif height h. 
To count the number of (m, l)-transitive tournaments of a particulnr order is a 
bit more difficult since it would include the number of partitions of n such that no 
part is 2. For the case of (3, I)-transitive tournaments the problem is somewhat 
less difficult since there are only 2 possible strong components for T*; a single 
vertex or a 3-cycle. In this case we get the following result. 
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. Let n be a positive integer and r 
number of (3, 1).transitiwe tournaments of order 
be the 
ni3 
largest integer sjn. The 
+ 
-( 
n -2i\ 
i=O i Ii 
At most &z o,f the T) strong components are triangles. If i triangles 
occur, T has height PZ - 2i. us, there are ( n 5 “) (3, 1)transitive tournaments of 
order n and height n - 2i. El 
We note that the degree sets and sequences for (3, Q-transitive tournaments 
are studied in [2]. 
In this section we consider the connection between tournaments that are 
(m, Q-transitive and (m, i)-transitive. ‘I’here are some obvious relations between 
transitivities of digraphs. For example, (m, P j-transitivityy implies (t(m - 1) -t 1, 
l)-transitivity, (m + t, 1 + tj-transitivity and (tm, tj-transitivity for all integers 
t 3 1. In tournaments, (m, 1).transitivity implies (n, 1).transitivity for n 2 m . 
according to Theorem 1, and there are connections betwe,n (m, 1)transitivity 
and (m, @transitivity as the next theorem shows: 
5. If a tournament T is (m, 1).transitive, then T is (m, k)-transitive for 
kx=1,2 ,..., m. 
Let x0, Xl,. . . t X* be an m-path in a (m, 1).transiCve tournament T and 
let k be an integer, 1 s k sm. Tlhe tournament T’ induced by {x0? x1, . . . , xm} in 
T is clearly not Hamiltonian; it has a directed cut, i.e., V( T’) = V(c) UV(T2), 
where V( T1) n V( T2) = fl and y1y2 is an arc of T’ for all y, E V( Tl), y2 E V( T2). Let 
p = 1 V( &)I. Since x0x1 6 * . xm is a (%miltonian) path of T’, 
{x0, x1,. l . , zP+) = V(Trj and (+ . . z x7,: I” Y,‘?;j follow. 
I’o see that T is (m, k)-transitive, we exhibit z? ~lYta!$e k-path Pk f;.;rrn x0 to .r,: 
k(-$l . SD . Xkx,, 
pk = 4 
if k “p - 1, 
IQX~. . . xp_lxq_lxq+l. . . x,, if k <p - 1, 
whereq=m-kkp-1. Cl 
n case m = 3, a stronger result 
itive if 
QSg: st 
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Fig. 3. (4,2)-transitive but not (4, I)-transitive towmmes;t. 
case that T contains a 4-cycle, say xoqx2x~. Since T is (3,2)-transitive ither xl+ 
or x0x2 E A(T). Without loss of generality, suppose x0x2 E A(T). By considering 
the path ~2~3~0x1 it mur,$ SC the case that x3x1 E A(T). Now consider the path 
~1~2~3x0; a contradiction rescilts since neither x2x0 nor x1x3 can be an arc of T. 
Thus T can contain no cycles of length 4 and therefore T is (3,1)-transitive. c3 
enerally (opt, Q-transitivity does not imply (m, I)-transitivity for tournaments. 
In fact, the only case when it does appears in Theorem 6. For k = ZS aud m = 4 the 
following tournament demonstrates our assertion. The tournament of Fig. 3 is nst 
(4, Q-transitive since it is miltonian. There is a 2-path from Xi to Xj if i #j, 
QSiG4, OGjS the following pairs: i = 0, j = 3; i = 1, j = 2; i = 3, 
j=4; i=4, j=O. owever, for these exceptional pairs (i, j), there are no 4-paths 
Xi to Xj. Therefore the tournament is (4,2)-transitive. 
k = 2 and m 2 4, the construction of (m, 2).transitive tournaments that are 
, Q-transitive is very complex and will appear in [2]. 
sralization of transitivity seems like a fruitful area of research. There 
z 1 )-transitive digraphs .
length of (na, n)-transitive 
sitive 
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s there a reasonable way to de ne and study the (m, n)-transitive closure 
of a digraph? 
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